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ABSTRACT 

Surface active per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) released in the environment generate 

great concern in the US and worldwide. The sequestration of PFAS amphiphiles from aqueous 

media can be limited by their strong tendency to form micelles that plug the pores in the 

adsorbent material, rendering most of the active surface inaccessible. A joint experimental and 

simulation approach has been used to investigate the structure of perfluorooctanoate ammonium 

(PFOA) micelles in aqueous solutions, focusing on the understanding of ethanol addition on 

PFOA micelle formation and structure. Structurally compact and slightly ellipsoidal in shape, 

PFOA micelles in pure water become more diffuse with increasing ethanol content, and break 

into smaller PFOA clusters in aqueous solutions with high ethanol concentration. A transition 

from a co-surfactant to a co-solvent behavior with the increase of ethanol concentration has been 

observed by both experiments and simulations, while the latter also provide insight on how to 

achieve co-solvent conditions with other additives. An improved understanding of how to 

modulate PFAS surfactant self-assembly in water can inform the fate and transport of PFAS in 

the environment and the PFAS sequestration from aqueous media.

KEYWORDS Perfluorooctanoate, perfluorocarboxylate, self-assembly, micelle, co-solvent effect, water
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Introduction

Perfluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs) have been widely utilized since the 1950s as surfactants in 

industry, owing to their higher efficiency in reducing surface tension than their alkyl 

counterparts, their high thermal and chemical stability, and their immiscibility in 

hydrocarbons.1,2 Fluorinated surfactants typically exhibit stronger hydrophobicity and lower 

critical micelle concentration (CMC) compared to their hydrocarbon counterparts.3,4 However, 

the extremely low degradation rate of PFAAs in natural environments has generated widespread 

concerns about the contamination of water, soil, and biota.5 Perfluorooctanoic ammonium 

(PFOA), typical left-over after being utilized in the emulsion polymerization of 

polytetrafluoroethylene or as suppressant of fires (key ingredient in aqueous film-forming foam 

(AFFF) fire-fighting agents), has been one of the most severe threats to drinking water at several 

locations in the United States and around the world,6–10 resulting in EPA establishing the 

advisory level for drinking water to be 70 ng/L.11,12 The removal of PFOA with traditional 

techniques, e.g., adsorption on activated carbon (AC), is substantially less efficient than non-

traditional yet more expensive methods, including β-cyclodextrin-based polymer networks and 

porous covalent organic frameworks.13,14,15  The sequestration from aqueous media of fluorinated 

surfactants can be affected by their tendency to form hemi-micelles or micelles on the surfaces of 

adsorbent materials.16,17 While surface self-assembly could enhance the adsorption capacity, on 

many occasions it plugs the inner pores in the adsorbent material, rendering most of the active 

surface inaccessible.16 

The urgency for the efficient removal of PFOA from contaminated water motivates our 

research on controlling the formation and morphology of PFOA micelles. Despite a few 

available experimental and theoretical studies focusing on PFAA self-assembly in water,18–21 the 
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mechanism of PFOA micelle assembly in aqueous solutions and the effect of addition of other 

solvents remain poorly understood. Molecular simulations have made good progress in 

establishing reliable force fields for the description of fluorinated compounds,22,23 however, we 

are aware of only two modeling studies on the behavior of PFAAs in aqueous environments.24,25

Additives such as alcohols can act as either co-solvent or co-surfactant, depending on 

their concentration in the aqueous surfactant solution.26–29 Co-solvents affect the surfactant 

micellization indirectly by modifying the bulk solvent properties, whereas co-surfactants adsorb 

at the micellar surface.26 The effects of alcohols on the surfactant micelle structure depend highly 

on the concentration and the alkyl chain length of the alcohol.30–36 While substantial literature is 

available on the effect of ethanol on hydrocarbon surfactant micelle formation and structure, 32–39 

the effect of alcohol on the self-assembly of fluorinated surfactants is less known. 

Thermodynamic information indicates that medium-chain alcohols can solubilize inside 

fluorinated surfactant micelles,40–43 however, no information is published on the effects of short-

chain alcohols (methanol, ethanol) on the micellization of fluorinated surfactants and the micelle 

size and structure. Quantitative correlations between the nature of the co-solvent and the micelle 

morphology remain unavailable. 

In this we work we focus on understanding how alcohol molecules affect PFOA micelles 

in water via a joint and complementary experimental and simulation approach. The effect of 

ethanol on the self-assembly of PFOA is assessed from the critical micelle concentration (CMC) 

and the degree of counterion dissociation determined from conductivity measurements. The 

micellar microenvironment, indicative of possible ethanol solubilization in micelles, is probed by 

pyrene fluorescence. Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is employed to determine PFOA 

micelle size and structural changes induced by ethanol addition. The experimental measurements 
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are complemented by extensive atomistic MD simulations to provide molecular scale insight into 

the PFOA self-assembly as a function of surfactant and additive concentration. 

Materials and Methods 

Systems: Perfluoro-n-octanoic acid ammonium salt (C7F15COONH4, CAS number: 3825-

26-1, MW = 431.1 g/mol, 98% purity), also known as ammonium perfluorooctanoate (PFOA), 

was obtained from SynQuest Laboratories (Alachua, FL, USA) and used as received. Ethanol 

(CH3CH2OH), 200 proof, ACS/USP grade was obtained from Pharmco (Brookfield, CT, USA). 

Deuterium oxide (99.9% D), (D2O, MW = 20.03 g/mol, 99.5% purity), also known as deuterated 

water, and ethanol-D6 (99% D), (CD3CD2OD, MW = 52.11 g/mol, 99.5% purity), also known as 

deuterated ethanol, were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. (Tewksbury, MA, 

USA) and used as received. Samples used in small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) were 

prepared using D2O and D-ethanol. Samples used in conductivity, surface tension, and pyrene 

fluorescence were prepared using milli-Q purified water (0.055 μS/cm) and H-ethanol. 

Throughout this study, 10% and 20% ethanol refer to 10 wt% and 20 wt% of ethanol relative to 

plain water.

Conductivity: Accumet XL 50 and Model 20 conductivity meters (Fisher Scientific, 

Hampton, NH, USA) with potassium chloride electrodes were used to measure conductivity. 

Temperature corrections were taken into account while standardizing the conductivity meter for 

more accurate readings. Conductivity in aqueous solution in the absence and in the presence of 

ethanol was measured at 23 °C (±1 °C) in the PFOA concentration range 0 – 50 mM. The break 

point and the slopes of conductivity vs surfactant concentration curve can be used to determine 

the critical micellization concentration (CMC) and the degree of counterion dissociation.44 The 
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ratio of the conductivity vs. surfactant concentration slopes above (S2) and below (S1) the CMC 

gives the degree of counterion dissociation (α = S2/S1).27 

Micropolarity: Pyrene fluorescence spectroscopy was used to study the micropolarity of 

aqueous surfactant solutions. 2 μL of 1 mM pyrene (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) in ethanol was 

added to 3 g sample solutions. The resulting overall pyrene and ethanol concentrations were 

about 0.7 μM and 6.7 x 10-4 vol %, respectively. Pyrene fluorescence spectra of PFOA aqueous 

solution in the absence and in the presence of ethanol were recorded at 22 °C for PFOA 

concentration 0.1–200 mM using a Hitachi F-2500 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Stoughton, 

MA, USA) for 350 – 460 nm emission wavelength. The excitation wavelength of pyrene was λ = 

335 nm. The pyrene monomer emission spectrum exhibits a vibronic fine structure, and the ratio 

of the intensities of first and third vibronic peaks (I1/I3) strongly depends on the polarity of its 

microenvironment. 29,45,46 Pyrene is hydrophobic and it tends to move from the aqueous phase to 

a hydrophobic environment. Below CMC, the pyrene molecules are in the aqueous polar 

environment, and hence the I1/I3 values will be almost equal to those in the solvent (in the 

absence of added surfactant). Above the CMC, pyrene molecules tend to move into more 

hydrophobic micellar environment, which is reflected in a decrease in I1/I3 values. 

Surface tension: When surfactant is added to an aqueous solution, the surfactant 

molecules accumulate at air water interface and decrease the surface tension. The surface tension 

of aqueous surfactant solutions was measured at 24 °C by the Wilhelmy plate method using a 

Kruss model K100 tensiometer. When the surface tension is plotted as a function of surfactant 

concentration, the surfactant concentration where surface tension reaches a plateau like region is 

considered as CMC. The slope of the surface tension vs logarithm of surfactant concentration 

plot ( ) determined at the CMC can be used to estimate surface properties like the dγ dlogC
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maximum surface excess concentration  and the minimum area occupied by a surfactant Γmax

molecule (Amin) at air/liquid interface.47,48,49  and Amin are given by:Γmax

                                                  (1)𝛤𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  ―
1

2.303𝑛𝑅𝑇( 𝑑𝛾
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶)

𝑇, 𝑃

                                                                (2)𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  
1

𝑁Γ𝑚𝑎𝑥

where  is the surface tension, R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol-1 K-1), T is absolute 𝛾

temperature, C is surfactant concentration in mM, and N is the Avogadro number.47,49 The 

constant n is taken as 2 for surfactants in which the surfactant ion and counterion ae 

monovalent.47 

SANS data collection and reduction: SANS measurements of aqueous surfactant 

solutions in the absence and in the presence of various additives were performed on the NG-B 30 

m SANS instrument at the Center for Neutron Research (NCNR), National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, MD. Neutrons with 6 Å wavelength were focused on 

samples kept in quartz cells of 2 mm or 4 mm thickness. Sample-to-detector distances (SDD) of 

1.33, 4 and 13.17 m were used for each sample in order to cover the wave vector (q) range 0.05 

Å-1 < q < 0.5 Å-1. The measurement time was in the range 180 – 4200 seconds. The raw SANS 

intensity data were corrected and reduced using IGOR Pro. Reduced SANS data of a particular 

sample at three instrument configurations (1.33, 4 and 13.17 m SDD) were combined into one 

data file after trimming data points from the ends of each set and rescaling the overlap regions.50

In the data reduction process, scattering intensity raw data were corrected for the 

scattering from empty cell, background and detector sensitivity, and converted to absolute 

intensity scale.9 The scattering contribution from the solvent has been accounted for by fitting a 

straight line to the solvent intensity data in the high-q range (to avoid noisy data), and subtracting 

the intensity of this straight line from the sample scattering intensity. The fraction of the solvent 
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scattering intensity subtracted (scale factor f) is the volume fraction of solvent in the sample. The 

error bars shown in the SANS absolute intensity plots were calculated by the IGOR Pro software 

during the data reduction process. The data points in the low-q region may exhibit relatively 

large error bars due to scattering from possible tiny air bubbles present in the sample.

SANS analysis: SANS data from PFOA micelles in D2O in the absence and in the 

presence of d-ethanol have been fitted with the core-shell ellipsoid form factor and the Hayter – 

Penfold structure factor with rescaled mean spherical approximation (RMSA).36

The overall scattering intensity I(q) is given by:

  (3)𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒(𝑞) = 𝐴𝜙𝑃(𝑞)𝑆(𝑞) + 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑐

P(q) is the form factor representing the shape and structure of a micelle, and S(q) is the structure 

factor representing the intermicelle interactions. φ is the volume fraction of the micelles which in 

turn depends on the overall surfactant concentration. The parameters A and Binc account for 

additional contributions due to the absolute scaling and incoherent noise, respectively.

The P(q) was calculated using the following equations:

  (4)𝑃(𝑞) =  
𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒

𝑉 𝐹2(𝑞,𝛼) +𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

(5)𝐹(𝑞, 𝛼) = 𝑓(𝑞,𝑏,𝑎, 𝛼) +𝑓(𝑞, 𝑏 + 𝛿, 𝑎 + 𝛿𝜖, 𝛼)

where b is the equatorial core radius perpendicular to the rotational axis of the ellipsoid, a is the 

polar core radius along the rotational axis of the ellipsoid, δ is the thickness of the shell near 

equator, ϵ is the ratio of shell thickness at pole to that at equator. For a fixed shell thickness ϵ = 1.

 (6)𝐹(𝑞, 𝑅𝑒, 𝑅𝑝, 𝛼) =  
3Δ𝜌𝑉(sin [𝑞𝑟(𝑅𝑒, 𝑅𝑝, 𝛼)] ― cos [𝑞𝑟(𝑅𝑒, 𝑅𝑝, 𝛼)])

[𝑞𝑟(𝑅𝑒, 𝑅𝑝, 𝛼)]3

 (7)𝑟(𝑅𝑒, 𝑅𝑝, 𝛼) =  [𝑅2
𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼 +  𝑅2

𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼]1/2
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𝛼 is the angle between the axis of the ellipsoid and , 𝑉 = (4/3)𝜋𝑅p 𝑅e
2 is the volume of the 𝑞

ellipsoid, 𝑅p is the polar radius along the rotational axis of the ellipsoid, 𝑅e is the equatorial 

radius perpendicular to the rotational axis of the ellipsoid and Δ𝜌 (contrast) is the scattering 

length density (SLD) difference, either (ρcore – ρshell) or (ρshell – ρsolvent). When the ratio of the 

polar core radius (a) to the equatorial core radius (b) ɛ (= a/b) < 1, then the core is oblate; when ɛ 

> 1 it is prolate, and ɛ = 1 denotes a spherical core.

The structure factor S(q) was calculated using a Hayter−Penfold-type potential,51 with 

mean spherical approximation and rescaling corrections for low volume fractions, given the 

micelle volume fraction, charge on a micelle, and ionic strength of the solution.10 Parameters that 

are adjusted when fitting SANS intensity data with the above described form and structure 

factors include: scale, background, equatorial core radius or minor core radius (b), axial ratio of 

core (ε), shell thickness at equator (δ), ratio of shell thickness at pole to that at equator (ϵ = 1, we 

considered uniform shell thickness), SLD shell (ρshell), SLD core (ρcore), SLD solvent (ρsolvent), 

micelle volume fraction (φ), charge on a micelle (Z), temperature, electrolyte concentration, and 

dielectric constant of the medium. The micelle association number (η), fractional charge on a 

micelle (α = Z/η), and the number of ethanol molecules solubilized in a micelle (ηE) are other 

important parameters that are calculated from the parameters obtained from fitting SANS 

intensity data.

In analyzing the SANS data, we fix the known parameters (e.g., solvent SLD, 

temperature, ionic strength, and dielectric constant of the medium), we make assumptions for 

some parameters (e.g., minor core radius (b) is set equal to the extended length of a PFO- 

fluorocarbon chain, ratio of shell thickness at pole to that at equator ϵ = 1 (uniform shell 

thickness)), and we leave some parameters (e.g., background, volume fraction (φ), charge on a 
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micelle (Z), shell thickness at equator (δ)) free to be adjusted in order to obtain a best fit value. 

The statistical parameter  provided by the software quantifies the differences between the 𝜒2
𝑅

calculated and the experimental SANS intensities.  tends to unity for a perfect fit. Details are 𝜒2
𝑅

provided in what follows.

SANS intensity data from PFOA solutions in the q-range 0.01 - 0.5 Å-1 were fitted using 

the core-shell ellipsoid form factor and Hayter – Penfold structure factor. Table S1 presents 

values of molecular parameters used for SANS data fittings. 

For the PFOA in D2O system we considered that the micelle core comprises of only 

fluorocarbon chains (dry core), and the shell comprises of carboxylate head groups, counterions, 

and associated water molecules. This assumption of water-free core was previously used in the 

SANS analysis for sodium perfluorooctanoate (NaPFO) and cesium perfluorooctanoate 

(CsPFO).16,52,53 We also examined other possible cases in which 1 or 2 CF2 groups of the PFO- 

fluorocarbon chain will be in the micelle shell in contact with water. Analysis considering some 

water penetration into the fluorocarbon region of the micelle was reported in a NaPFO SANS 

study,16 however, this paper did not report parameters obtained from SANS analysis considering 

water penetration. This study stated that NaPFO micelles with fluorocarbon chains residing in 

water-free core (0 CF2 groups in contact with water) agreed best with the SANS data.16 An 

analysis of SANS data for sodium perfluorononanoate (NaPFN) micellar solutions using a form 

factor for spheres and Hayter-Penfold-Hansen spherical macro-ion model structure factor 

concluded that “although core-shell P(Q) function for spheres was investigated here, there was 

no clear evidence in the SANS data for distinct fluorocarbon core and head group plus 

counterion shell regions, therefore, P(Q) depends primarily on the micelle radius r”.54 
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In the case of PFOA in D2O + 10% or 20% d-ethanol systems, we considered three 

scenaria for the micelle composition: 

Scenario 1: The micelle core consists of the PFO- whole fluorocarbon chains and the 

CD3CD2 parts of the d-ethanol molecules that are solubilized in the micelles, while the micelle 

shell consists of the carboxylate head-groups of PFO-, counterions, polar -OD groups of d-

ethanol molecules solubilized in the micelles, and associated water molecules. 

Scenario 2: The micelle core consists of only PFO- fluorocarbon chains, and the shell 

consists of the PFO- carboxylate head-groups, counterions, the whole d-ethanol molecules 

associated with the micelle, and associated water molecules. 

Scenario 3: The micelle core consists of only PFO- fluorocarbon chains, and the shell 

consists of 1 or 2 CF2 groups from the PFO- chains, PFO- carboxylate head-groups, counterions, 

d-ethanol molecules associated with the micelle, and associated water molecules (in this 

scenario, 1 or 2 CF2 groups from PFO- will be in close contact with the ethanol molecules and 

with water). 

Discussion of specific details for the analysis using each scenario can be found in the 

Supplementary Information (SI). The results from each of the three scenaria considered here 

support the “cosurfactant” effect at 10% ethanol and the “cosolvent” effect at 20 % ethanol. The 

micelle association numbers obtained from the three scenaria are almost the same. Similar 

number of ethanol molecules per micelle at 20% ethanol are obtained from the three scenaria. A 

qualitative analysis of the SANS scattering profiles suggests that micelles become smaller with 

increasing ethanol concentration. However, in scenario 3, the size of the micelle did not decrease 

for 10% ethanol. In scenario 2, we considered the complete ethanol molecules to reside in the 

micelle shell, however, our pyrene fluorescence results suggest ethanol solubilization in PFOA 
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micelles into which pyrene prefers to locate (in the palisade layer). On the basis of the above, 

and for consistency with the case when no ethanol is present, we report in what follows the 

parameters resulting from scenario 1 in describing the PFOA micelle structure in ethanol-water 

mixtures. The parameters obtained from scenario 2 and 3 can be found in SI. 

Simulations: Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were conducted employing a non-

polarizable version of the Atomistic Polarizable Potentials for Liquids, Electrolytes and 

Polymers (APPLE&P) force field.55,56 Due to the very low CMC values of PFOA in water, 

simulations were conducted at surfactant concentrations higher than the reported CMC at 298 K. 

A typical system contained 32 PFO- chains, 32 NH4
+ counterions and about 4032 water (or water 

+ co-solvent) molecules, which corresponds to 390mM PFOA concentration. Such setup is 

sufficient to observe the formation of one PFOA micelle in pure water, and enables the 

investigation of the influence of additives on the micelle structure. Additional MD simulations 

with a scaled dipole moment of the O-H bond in the ethanol molecules were also conducted in 

order to capture the diversity in the choice of additives. Molecules with high dipole moments 

effectively represent additives that are more hydrophilic, whereas molecules with noticeably 

reduced dipole moments emulate more hydrophobic additives. Note that the time-scales 

accessible for atomistic MD simulations are not sufficient to access the time-scales of micelle 

breaking or merging and, therefore, it is necessary to keep in mind that the obtained structural 

analysis can be affected by the finite system size and observation time of the MD simulations.

The molecular representation and atom labels can be seen in Figure S3. The force field 

parameters and functional forms are given in Table S5. All simulations were conducted at 298 K, 

with temperature controlled by the Nose-Hoover thermostat and barostat.57 The cut-off radius for 

the van der Waals (VDW) and real part of Ewald summation58 for electrostatic interactions was 
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set to 15 Å, with a tapering distance of 0.5 Å. A multiple time step integration scheme has been 

applied with a 0.5fs time step for all bonds and bends, a 1.5 fs time step for integration of 

dihedrals and short-range (less than 8.0 Å) non-bonded interactions, and a 3fs time step for the 

remaining non-bonded interactions and electrostatic reciprocal space portion. All bond lengths 

were constrained with the SHAKE algorithm using 10-14  tollerance.59 Initially, all molecules and 

ions were placed randomly in a relatively large cubic simulation cell (300 Å in each dimension). 

Within 300 ps, the simulation cell was shrunk to the dimensions close to the equilibrium size. 

Subsequent equilibration simulations were conducted in the NPT ensemble in order to establish 

equilibrium density of the system. Production runs over 30 ns were also conducted in the NPT 

ensemble. 

Results and Discussion

Self-assembly of  micelles: The CMC of PFOA in aqueous solution in the absence of 

ethanol is 26.5 (±0.1) mM and in the presence of 10% or 20% ethanol is 14.2 (±0.5) mM or 13 

(±0.2) mM (46% or 51% decrease compared to the case with no ethanol), respectively, as 

indicated by conductivity experiments (
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Figure 1a). The conductivity also provided the degree of counterion dissociation (α) of PFOA in 

aqueous solution: 0.47 in the absence of ethanol, and 0.63 or 0.78 in the presence of 10% or 20% 

ethanol, respectively (34% or 66% increase compared to the case of zero ethanol). When 10% of 

ethanol is added to water, the CMC of PFOA decreased to almost half its value in pure water. 

However, when the ethanol concentration is further increased to 20%, only a minor additional 

reduction in the CMC is observed. This initial CMC decrease with ethanol concentration may be 

attributed to the solubilization of ethanol molecules in surfactant micelles, which decreases the 

surface charge density and head group-head group repulsion at the micellar surface lowering the 

CMC (co-surfactant effect).19,20 However, at higher ethanol concentrations (20%), the three-

dimensional water structure network is disrupted, resulting in a decrease of the hydrophobic 

effect and an increase in the CMC. Therefore, in the case of PFOA solution with 20% of ethanol 

in water, two effects modulate the self-assembly: (i) disruption of the water structure network, 

decreasing hydrophobic effect, and increasing CMC, and (ii) solubilization of ethanol molecules 
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in the PFOA micelles, reducing the surface charge density and decreasing CMC (co-solvent 

effect). Similar CMC variation has been observed in the case of the common surfactant sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS).36,37 

Figure 1. (a) Conductivity of PFOA aqueous solutions in the presence of various concentrations of 
ethanol; (b) pyrene fluorescence intensity I1/I3 ratio of PFOA aqueous solutions in the absence and in 
the presence of 10 or 20 wt% ethanol (the lines are guides to the eye); (c) surface tension of PFOA 
aqueous solutions in the absence and in the presence of 10 wt% ethanol. The surface tension of 10% 
ethanol – water mixture in the absence of surfactant is 49.1 mN/m.
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The pyrene fluorescence intensity I1/I3 ratio of PFOA aqueous solutions in the absence 

and in the presence of added ethanol decreases due to the formation of micelles (

Figure 1b). Similar behavior has been observed previously with pyrene for fluorinated 

aqueous solutions.60,61 This was ascribed to the pyrene molecules residing in the outer 

palisade layer of the surfactant micelles due to the immiscibility between pyrene and the 

fluorocarbon core.45 The CMCs estimated from I1/I3 ratios are in good agreement with the 
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values determined based on conductivity measurements. The micro-polarity sensed by pyrene 

decreased with ethanol concentration (Figure S1 in the SI) possibly due to pyrene moving into 

the vicinity of ethanol that is solubilized in PFOA micelles (for details, please refer to SI).  

Analysis of the surface tension data (

Figure 1c) indicates the surface area per PFOA head-group Amin = 64 ± 2 2 in plain Å

water, while for PFOA in 10% ethanol in water mixture Amin = 200 ± 4 2. The greater surface Å

area per PFO- head-group in 10% ethanol aqueous solution indicates a looser packing of PFOA 

at the micelle surface. The critical packing parameter (CPP) changed from 0.47 to 0.15 with 10% 
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ethanol addition (for details, please refer to the SI). The big increase in surface area, decrease in 

CPP, and changes in the micellar microenvironment sensed by pyrene with ethanol suggest the 

localization of ethanol at the PFOA micelle surface and interior, and possible micelle shape 

change. SANS experiments and molecular modelling of our PFOA system provide information 

regarding the effect of ethanol on the PFOA micelle structure.

Micelle structure: SANS intensity profiles from 110 mM PFOA in D2O and in d-ethanol 

D2O solutions, and the corresponding fits using the form and structure factor described above 

and in SI, are shown in 
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Figure 1. The pronounced correlation peak, reflecting repulsive interactions between the 

micelles, shifts to higher q values as the ethanol concentration increases, indicating a decrease in 

the inter-micelle distances, d. Since the surfactant concentration was kept constant, such a 

decrease in d reflects an increase in the micelle number density, which is possible only if the 

micelles become smaller (recall that the concentration of non-associated surfactant, i.e., CMC, 

decreases with added ethanol). The peak intensity decreases with the addition of ethanol, 

indicating weaker electrostatic repulsions between the micelles. 

The influence of added ethanol on select properties of micelles can be seen in Figure 2b. 

The micelle association number at 110 mM PFOA aqueous solution in the absence of ethanol is 

30, while in the presence of 10% or 20% d-ethanol it becomes 17 or 12, respectively (44% or 

60% decrease compared to the case of zero ethanol). The fractional charge on a micelle, α, 

increased by 170% and 180% upon ethanol addition at 10% and 20% levels, respectively. The 

average number of ethanol molecules solubilizing in a PFOA micelle is 16 at 10% ethanol and 8 

at 20% ethanol. The decreased number of micelle-solubilized ethanol molecules upon increasing 

ethanol concentration from 10% to 20% support a “co-surfactant” effect at 10% ethanol and a 

“co-solvent” effect at 20 % ethanol. The volume percent of ethanol in a micelle also decreased. 

The volume of a micelle (including bound counterions, hydration water, and ethanol) decreased 

by 34% and 55% in the presence of 10% and 20% ethanol, respectively (refer to Supplementary 

Info, Table S2). 
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Figure 2. (a) SANS intensity profiles of PFOA in D2O and in d-ethanol + D2O solutions, corrected for 
solvent scattering (markers represent intensity data points and solid lines represent the fits using models 
described in the text); (b) micelle association number (η), average number of ethanol molecules per 
micelle (ηE), radius (in Å) of a sphere with volume equal that of the micelle (Req), volume percent of 
ethanol (vet) in a micelle which comprises [PFO- + hydration water + counterions + ethanol], and CMC 
(in mM), plotted as a function of ethanol content in the aqueous solution (the lines are guides to the eye).

PFOA micelles formed in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of systems with 

different concentrations of ethanol are shown in Figure 3. Owing to the strong electrostatic 

attraction between the anionic head-group of PFO- and the counterion, the acetate groups and 
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 counterions tend to form tightly packed clusters in pure water. Around 40% of  is 𝑁𝐻 +
4 𝑁𝐻 +

4

dissociated from the surfactant and is fully solvated by water without contacting the acetate 

group. Figure S4 shows the average number density profiles of F atoms and COO group of PFO- 

as a function of distance (r) from the PFOA micelle center of mass. For the case of pure water, we can see 

that, when r becomes larger than 10 Å, the density of F atoms drops sharply, which is consistent with the 

extended length of the C8 chain that is taken in the SANS analysis as the minor radius of the micelle core. 

As expected, the COO head-groups are located on the surface of the micelle with the peak in 

density probability at r≈14 Å. Note that, despite the compact shape of the micelle in water 

(Figure 3a), the number of COO groups is not sufficient to cover the entire micelle surface. As a 

result, about 55% of F atoms are in direct contact with water. With the increase of ethanol 

concentration from 0 to 25 wt%, the PFOA micelles become more diffuse (Figure 3). As can be 

observed from Figure 3b, in which the PFO- molecules are highlighted with semitransparent 

yellow isosurfaces, the hydrocarbon tails of ethanol molecules show an affinity to the 

hydrophobic fluorocarbon chains of PFO-, consistent with the Scenario #1 of SANS data analysis 

discussed above. At relatively low ethanol content (i.e., 5% and 13%), the ethanol molecules are 

located primarily at the micelle surface, retain their tight binding with water and, at the same 

time, eliminate unfavorable F-water contacts. This is consistent with the co-surfactant behavior 

of ethanol. When the ethanol concentration increases to 25%, the ethanol molecules penetrate 

into the interior of the micelle, as shown in Figure 3, demonstrating miscibility between ethanol 

and PFOA. The strong influence of 25% added ethanol on the micelle structure is consistent with 

the co-solvent character of ethanol.
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Figure 3. (a) Morphologies of PFOA micelles at 5, 13 and 25 wt% ethanol, obtained from MD 
simulations; and (b) distribution of ethanol molecules near the micelle at the corresponding compositions 
from panel (a).

From MD simulations, it is straightforward to calculate the radius of gyration tensor of 

the micelle:

(8)𝑆𝑘𝑙 =
1
𝑀 < ∑𝑁

𝑖 = 1𝑚𝑖𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑖 >        

where N is the number of PFO- atoms in the micelle (excluding ammonium counterions), ki,  li, 

are x, y, z coordinates of atom i relative to the position of the micelle center of mass, mi is atomic 

mass  of atom i, M is the total mass of atoms comprising the micelle, and < > defines averaging 

over the whole trajectory. Diagonalization of this matrix gives the principal moments of radius of 

gyration Sxx, Syy, and Szz that can be used to calculate the average radius of gyration Rg
2 = Sxx + 

Syy + Szz
  and assess the ellipsoidal shape of the micelle. In pure water, Rg

2  = 139.1 Å2 with 

corresponding principle moments of Sxx = 31.3 Å2,  Syy =43.5 Å2, and Szz =62.9 Å2, indicating a 

prolate ellipsoidal shape of the micelle where one axis is noticeably larger than the other two. 

The ratios of the principal moments of gyration indicate that the difference between the largest 
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and the smallest components is about 40% ( consistent with the prolate micelle 𝑆𝑧𝑧/𝑆𝑥𝑥 = 1.4) 

shape obtained from SANS analysis. Figure 4 shows the change of the micelle Rg
2 as a function 

of ethanol concentration (black line corresponding to μ/μ0=1.0 case). With addition of ethanol, 

the micelle size expands somewhat, which is consistent with the observed interpenetration of 

ethanol into the micellar core and the overall loose shape of the micelle seen in Figure 3. The 

micelle shape asymmetry also increases with the principle moments of gyration becoming Sxx = 

32.9 Å2, Syy =53.6 Å2, and Szz =96.1 Å2 in solution with 25% of ethanol. At this concentration, 

the micelle changes towards oblate shape where one dimension becomes noticeably smaller than 

the other two. The principal components of the gyration tensor are shown in Figure S6 as a 

function of ethanol concentration. Note that direct comparison of the radius of gyration between 

SANS and MD simulation is complicated because the MD simulations were conducted with a 

fixed number of PFO- molecules (N=32) in the micelle while, in the analysis of SANS data, the 

association number is an adjustable parameter. Analysis of experimental data shows that, with 

increase of ethanol concentration and penetration of ethanol into micelle, the association number 

is decreasing significantly and, hence, it is natural to expect a reduction in the micelle diameter. 

In simulations, the penetration of ethanol into the micelle leads to its expansion and the 

formation of a loose structure, which eventually (if simulations could access much longer time 

and length scales) would lead to the breaking into several smaller micelles. Therefore, instead of 

directly comparing the micelle dimensions obtained from SANS and MD simulations, it is more 

instructive to focus on the observed trends and the consistency of the observed phenomena. 
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Figure 4. Radius of gyration of PFOA micelle as a function of additive content and relative (to ethanol) 
molecular dipole moment ( μ/μ0=1.0 corresponds to real ethanol  molecule without dipole rescaling).

To obtain a more complete picture of the changes in micelle structure, we also evaluated 

the density distribution of ethanol molecules with respect to the micelle center (as defined by 

PFO- molecules), which is shown in Figure 5. At low concentrations of additive (up to 13%), the 

additive molecules are located primarily on the micelle surface and are not able to penetrate into 

the interior space of the micelle (consider black lines corresponding to μ/μ0=1.0 case). Such 

behavior is clearly identifying the co-surfactant role of ethanol. However, in solutions with 25% 

of ethanol, we can see that ethanol molecules start to penetrate inside the micelle core, indicating 

a transition to a co-solvent regime. 
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Figure 5.  Radial density profile of additive molecules from the center of PFOA micelle, for different 
scaling of ethanol dipole moments (μ/μ0=1.0 corresponds to real ethanol molecule without dipole 
rescaling).

Influence of additive polarity: To expand our understanding of how characteristics of 

additives can influence the transition from co-surfactant to co-solvent behavior, we have 

conducted MD simulations in which the dipole moment (μ) of ethanol molecules was reduced to 

mimic the influence of solvents with weaker binding to water; to this end, μ/μ0 ratios have been 
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investigated in the 1.0-0.5 range (where μ0 = 1.765 D is the original dipole moment of ethanol). 

In this mixture, the hydrogen bonds between H2O and ethanol can be formed in two ways: (1) 

Hethanol as the hydrogen bond donor and OH2O the acceptor, and (2) HH2O as the hydrogen bond 

donor and Oethanol the acceptor. According to ab initio calculations for the H2O-ethanol dimer, the 

second type of bonding has a stronger binding energy and this is well captured by the force field 

employed in our MD simulations. A rescaling of the ethanol dipole moment to μ/μ0 = 0.75 and 

0.5 reduces the total binding energy for the second type of hydrogen bonding from -4.2 kcal/mol 

to -2.7 kcal/mol and -1.4 kcal/mol, respectively, which enables the exploration of the influence 

of the nature of an additive across a wide range of polar interactions and relative 

hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity. Specifically, we have examined as a function of μ/μ0 the 

dependence of micelle dimensions, distribution of additives inside the micelle, and the phase 

behavior. 

The influence of the binding strength between water and additive on  is also shown in 𝑅2
𝑔

Figure 4. For strong water-additive binding, i.e., μ/μ0 =1.0,  shows a relatively weak 𝑅2
𝑔

dependence on the additive concentration. By scaling the additive dipole moment to 75% of the 

original (ethanol) value, the initial trend in the micelle structure as a function of additive 

concentration is similar, but a more hydrophobic additive systematically increases the micelle 

dimensions, particularly at higher concentrations. For a much weaker water-additive binding 

(μ/μ0 =0.5),  shows a strong and monotonic increase with increasing additive concentration. 𝑅2
𝑔

Figure 5 shows that, as the additive dipole moment is decreasing (i.e., μ/μ0=0.75 and 0.5), 

the additive molecules penetrate inside the micelles and become miscible with PFO- chains, 

intimating that the role of additive is switched to that of a co-solvent. In this system, the additive 

is still miscible with water but prefers to interact with the fluorinated tails of PFO-. However, if 
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the concentration is further increased for the μ/μ0=0.5 system, we observe a phase separation 

between water-rich and additive-rich phases, with PFO- surfactant molecules partitioning to the 

interface between the two solution phases.

Figure 6. a) Phase diagram of PFOA/water/additive systems as a function of additive dipole moment and 
concentration. Panels b), c), and d) show representative structures corresponding to co-surfactant, co-
solvent and phase separation regimes, respectively.

Following a similar analysis for a wide range of concentration/dipole moment 

combinations, a qualitative phase diagram has been generated and is shown in Figure 6. The co-

solvent region can be obtained at lower additive concentrations (compared to what has been 

observed for ethanol) with more hydrophobic solvents, e.g., additives with μ/μ0=0.75 are still in 

the co-solvent regime at 13 wt% additive concentration, whereas co-solvent behavior is observed 

at μ/μ0=0.75 even at 6 wt% additives. The corresponding micelle morphologies can be found in 

Figure 6b-d (snapshots for all other systems can be found in Figure S5 of the SI). This indicates 
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that other potential additives can be used for efficient disruption of PFOA micelles and their 

removal from water. For instance, the non-toxic diethyl ether might be a promising candidate as 

it has a molecular dipole moment about 65% that of ethanol and still has reasonable solubility in 

water. 

Conclusions

The substantial role of ethanol (as a “model” additive) in altering the structure of PFOA 

micelles in water has been demonstrated by coupling high-resolution experimental measurements 

with extensive atomistic MD simulations. Both experiments and modeling revealed the 

formation of well-defined PFOA micelles at concentrations higher than the CMC. Upon the 

addition of ethanol molecules, the interplay between ethanol and PFOA modulates the PFOA 

micelle structure. At low ethanol concentrations (less than 13 wt %), a co-surfactant effect of 

ethanol has been confirmed, whereas a transition to a co-solvent behavior was observed at higher 

weight fraction of ethanol. In the co-solvent regime, the ethanol molecules penetrate inside the 

PFOA micelle which correspondingly adopts a more diffuse morphology. MD simulations with 

scaled dipoles of ethanol showed that the utilization of more hydrophobic (lower dipole moment) 

additives can shift the co-surfactant to co-solvent behavior transition to even smaller additive 

concentrations, and hence lead to more efficient disruption of PFOA micelles. Utilization of 

additives that are too hydrophobic can lead to a phase separation between water-rich and 

additive-rich phases, with PFOA partitioning to the interface between these phases. The obtained 

thermodynamic and molecular scale correlations demonstrate that, while there is a complex 

interplay of several factors defining the micellization of PFOA in solutions, these same factors 
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can be used to purposely control the PFOA self-assembly with additives and to help design more 

efficient PFAS removal systems. 
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